Senior Seminar Project

Tamalco Christian Church
Web Site
by: Shanon Pollmann
Objective

• Create a functional, informative Web Site for the Tamalco Christian Church
• Become familiar with Microsoft’s Front Page development tool
Tools

• Microsoft Front Page 2000
  – create
  – maintain
• ArcSoft Photo Studio 2000
  – modify pictures
Layout

- Home Page
- Church Staff
- What’s New
- Activities
- Map & Information
- Contact
- Link
Features of Front Page

- Graphical Themes
- Navigation Buttons
- Inserting Pictures
- Thumbnails
- Background Music
- Text Hyperlinks
- Automatic Hyperlinks
- Dynamic Text Effects
- Feedback Form
- Hit Counter
Problems

• Coding in HTML for Background Music
• Pictures looking distorted
• Finding a Web Presence Provider that enabled Front Page extensions
• The form’s e-mail extension
Conclusion

• I was able to create the entire **Web Site** without any coding.

• I learned how to use all the tools provided by Microsoft’s Front Page.